We prove exact results on dilations in cycles for important parallel computer interconnection networks as complete trees, hypercubes and 2-and 3-dimensional meshes. Moreover we show that trees, X-trees, n-dimensional meshes, pyramids and trees of meshes have the same dilations both in the path and in the cycle.
Introduction
A lot of work has been done in recent years in the study of the properties of interconnection networks for parallel computer systems (Monien and Sudborough, 1990 ). An important feature of an interconnection network is its ability to e ciently simulate programs written for other architectures. Such a simulation problem can be mathematically formulated as a graph embedding. Informally, the graph embedding problem is to label the vertices of a "guest" graph (interconnection network) G by distinct vertices of a "host" graph (network) H. The quality of the embedding corresponding to the e ciency of the simulation (time delay of the communication among processors) is the maximum distance in H between adjacent vertices in G. The minimum maximum distance over all embeddings is called the dilation of G in H and denoted by dil(G; H).
In this paper we shall investigate embeddings of well-known interconnection networks in cycles. The importance of this task was pointed out by (Chung, 1988) . We note that to decide whether for a given graph G and a given number k; dil(G; C n ) < k holds, is NP-complete (C n denotes the cycle of n vertices) (Leung et al., 1984) . To our knowledge the only known exact result for the dilation of graphs in cycles is dil(C m C n ; C mn ) = minfm; ng (Ma, Narahari and Tao, 1992) . We nd a su cient condition for a graph G which assures the equality dil(G; C n ) = dil(G; P n ) (P n denotes the path on n vertices). We prove that trees, X-trees, meshes, hypercubes, pyramids and trees of meshes satisfy the condition. Using known optimal dilations of some of these networks (complete trees (Chung, 1988) , hypercubes (Harper, 1966) and 2-and 3-dimensional meshes (Chv atalov a, 1975 and FitzGerald, 1974) ) in paths we get the exact results on their dilations in cycles.
Preliminaries
Let G = (V G ; E G ) and H = (V H ; E H ) be two undirected graphs, jV G j jV H j: Embedding of G into H is an injective mapping : V G ! V H . Let dist H (x; y) denote the shortest distance between vertices x and y in H. An important measure of e ciency of the embedding is the so called dilation of :
The dilation of G in H is de ned as dil(G; H) = min fdil (G; H)g: Let P n (C n ) denote an n-vertex path (cycle). Let V Pn = V Cn = f0; 1; :::; n ? 1g and E Pn = fij : ji ? jj = 1; i; j 2 V Pn g; E Cn = fij : (i ? j) mod n = 1; i; j 2 V Cn g: Let X and Y be two cycles which intersect in a path P of length at least 1. The sum of the cycles X; Y is the cycle Z obtained from the graph X Y by deleting edges and inner vertices of P: For more cycles the sum is de ned inductively. A set of cycles in a graph G is called basic if any cycle in G either belongs to the basic set or can be expressed as a sum of cycles of the basic set. Trivially, the set of all cycles is a basic set. For completeness assume that trees have empty basic sets.
3 A su cient condition First, we mention two obvious but useful facts. Theorem 3.1 Suppose that the set of all cycles in G of length n=dil(G; P n ) is a basic set. Then dil(G; C n ) = dil(G; P n ):
Proof: Assume that the dilations are di erent. Lemma 3.1 implies dil(G; C n ) dil(G; P n ):
Suppose that dil(G; C n ) < dil(G; P n ). Let : V G ! V Cn be the optimal embedding i.e. minfj (x) ? (y)j; n ? j (x) ? (y)jg dil(G; C n ) for arbitrary adjacent vertices x; y 2 V G : Let D V G V G such that (x; y) 2 D i xy 2 E G : De ne a function : D ! f?1; 0; 1g as follows:
Note that (x; y) + (y; x) = 0. j (x; y)j be the length of the path. Consider the set f (x i ; x i+1 )j i = 0; 1; 2; :::; l ?1g. We assert that the set of labelled paths does not cover the whole cycle C n . Indeed, we have
Hence the set of the labelled paths covers a nonlabelled path in C n with end vertices (u) and (v). Let us proceed along the labelled paths from the set f (x i ; x i+1 )j i = 0; 1; 2; :::; l ? 1g starting in (u). Clearly, the edge between 0 and n ? 1 is traversed by the paths the same times in the clockwise and counterclockwise direction. This implies that the number of 1's and -1's in (1) is the same.
If the cycle does not belong to the basic set we express the cycle as a sum of basic cycles and proceed by induction on the length m of the expression. Assume m = 2. Let the cycle x 0 x 1 :::x l?1 be a sum of two basic cycles x 0 x 1 :::x i y 1 :::y p?1 and x 0 y p?1 :::y 1 x i :::x l?1 : Then l?1 X i=0 (x i ; x i+1 ) = (x 0 ; x 1 ) + ::: + (x i?1 ; x i ) + (x i ; y 1 ) + ::: + (y p?1 ; x 0 )+ + (x 0 ; y p?1 ) + ::: + (y 1 ; x i ) + (x i ; x i+1 ) + ::: + (x l?1 ; x 0 ) = 0 + 0 = 0: Note that x 0 y p?1 y p?2 :::y 1 x i is the common path.
Assume that the claim is true for all cycles which are expressable as a sum of m ? 1 basic cycles. Consider any cycle formed by adding m basic cycles. Sum up the rst m ?1 basic cycles. The resulting cycle satis es the inductive assumption. Hence we have two cycles whose sum gives the original cycle and for which the equation (1) which contradicts Lemma 3.2. Assume that u is the rst common inner vertex of the paths, starting from x 0 . Using the same argument as above we prove that (u) is unique. Then we omit the subpaths between x 0 and u and repeat the above procedure.
Note that if xy 2 E G then (y) = (x) + (x; y):
Finally, de ne a function : V G ! Z as follows:
We verify that is injective. Suppose that (x) = (y). It implies (x) ? (y) = n( (y) ? (x)). If (x) = (y) then (x) = (y). Hence x = y. If (x) 6 = (y) then j (x) ? (y)j n, which contradicts the fact that both (x) and (y) lie in the interval 0; n ? 1]. Now let xy 2 E G .
If (x; y) = 0 then j (y) ? (x)j = j (y) ? (x) + n (x; y)j = j (x) ? (y)j dil(G; C n ):
If (x; y) = 1 then j (y) ? (x)j = j (y) ? (x) + n (x; y)j = j (y) ? (x) nj dil(G; C n ):
Thus we have constructed an embedding of G in a path P such that dil (G; P) dil(G; C n ): But Lemma 3.1 implies dil(G; P n ) = dil(G; P); a contradiction. Hence Theorem 3.1 holds. 2
Applications
In this section we apply Theorem 3.1 to graphs corresponding to fundamental interconnection networks of parallel computers. We start with three lemmas. As the rst two are obvious, we omit proofs. Lemma 4.3 Let all cycles of length l 1 ( l 2 ) in a graph G 1 (G 2 ) form a basic set of G 1 (G 2 ). Then all cycles of length maxf4; l 1 ; l 2 g in the graph G 1 G 2 form a basic set of G 1 G 2 :
Proof: Recall the de nition of the product of graphs. We say that vertices of G 1 G 2 belong to a horizontal (vertical) level if the vertices have the same rst (second) entry.
Note that the vertices of G 1 G 2 can be divided into jV G 1 j (jV G 2 j) horizontal (vertical) levels. Consider any cycle in G 1 G 2 . The vertices of the cycle belong to some number of horizontal and vertical levels. We proceed by induction on the number h of horizontal levels in which the cycle vertices lie.
The case h = 1 is trivial. Let h 2 and suppose that all cycles having vertices in h ? 1 horizontal levels are expressable as a sum of cycles of length maxf4; l 1 ; l 2 g.
Consider a horizontal level L that contains a vertex of the original cycle. We proceed by induction on the number m of the cycle vertices lying in L. Assume m = 1: Let x 2 be the cycle vertex lying in L. Let x 1 and x 3 be its neighbours in the cycle. Note that x 1 ; x 2 and x 3 lie in the same vertical level. Clearly, in the vertical level there must exist a path between x 1 and x 3 not containing x 2 (the path is obtained from the projection of the original cycle on the vertical level). Proceed along the path from x 1 to x 3 . Let x 6 = x 1 be the rst cycle vertex on the path. If x = x 3 then the path divides the original cycle into two cycles. One of them contains vertices from h ? 1 horizontal levels, the second one lies in one vertical level. Otherwise the path between x 1 and x divides the original cycle into two cycles. One of them contains vertices from h ? 1 levels. Replace x by x 1 and repeat the above step for the second cycle until x = x 3 . Let m 2: Assume that all cycles having m ? 1 vertices in the horizontal level can be expressed as a sum of cycles having vertices in h levels. First suppose that there are at least two adjacent cycle vertices lying in L. Let x 1 ; x 2 ; x 3 be a subpath of the cycle such that x 2 ; x 3 2 L and x 1 = 2 L: Let x be the unique vertex lying in the same level as x 1 and adjacent to both x 1 and x 3 . By inserting the edges x 1 x and x 3 x into the cycle we express the original cycle as a sum of two or three cycles (depending on whether x is a cycle vertex or not). One of them is of length 4, the second and third one (if exist) contain m ? 1 vertices from L.
Suppose that there are no edges between the cycle vertices lying in L. Choose two arbitrary cycle vertices u and v lying in L such that the shortest path between u and v does not contain cycle vertices, except for u; v. The path divides the original cycle in two cycles, say C and C 0 . We show that both C and C 0 are expressable as a sum of cycles of length 4 and cycles having m ? 1 vertices in L: W.l.o.g. consider the cycle C. Let uu 1 u 2 :::u q v be the shortest path between u and v. Note that this path lies in L. Let u 0 6 = u 1 be the cycle neighbour of u. Let x be the unique vertex lying in the same level as u 0 and adjacent to both u 0 and u 1 . By inserting the edges u 0 x and u 1 x the cycle C is expressed as a sum of two or three cycles (depending on whether x is a vertex of C or not). One of them is of length 4, next one (if exists, i.e. x 2 C) contains m ?1 vertices in L: We repeat the above procedure with the remaining cycle and the subpath u 1 u 2 :::u q v:
After a nite number of steps we obtain a resulting cycle which contains m ?1 vertices in L: 2 Theorem 4.1 1. For any n-vertex tree T it holds dil(T; C n ) = dil(T; P n ):
2. Let T t;r denote the complete r?level t?ary tree. Then dil(T t;r ; C (t r?1 ?1)=(r?1) ) = dt(t r?1 ? 1)=(2(r ? 1)(t ? 1))e:
3. Let X(k) denote the X?tree of height k (Monien et al., 1990) . Then for k > 4 it holds dil(X(k); C 2 k+1 ?1 ) = dil(X(k); P 2 k+1 ?1 ):
4. For the n-dimensional hypercube Q n and n > 10 it holds dil(Q n ; C 2 n) = 6. If maxfm; ng > 3 then dil(P m P n ; C mn ) = dil(C m P n ; C m;n ) = minfm; ng:
7. If n > 3 then dil(P n P n P n ; C n 3) = b3n 2 =4 + n=2c:
8. Let P(n) denote the pyramid graph (Lai et al., 1987) with P 2 n P 2 n on the lowest level. Then for n > 45 it holds dil(P (n); C (4 n+1 ?1)=3 ) = dil(P (n); P (4 n+1 ?1)=3 ):
9. Let TM n denote the tree of meshes (Bhatt et al., 1984) with P n P n in the root. Then for n 16 it holds dil(T M n ; C n 2 (2 log n+1) ) = dil(T M n ; P n 2 (2 log n+1) ):
Proof: All results follow from Theorem 3.1, Lemmas 4.1, 4.2, 4.3 and known exact values of dil(G; P), where G is the complete r?level t?ary tree (Chung, 1988) , 2-or 3-dimensional mesh (Chv atalov a, 1975 , FitzGerald, 1974 or the hypercube (Harper, 1966) . For illustration we prove the case 8. All cycles of length 4 form a basic set as P(n) can be obtained from the mesh P n+1 P 2 n P 2 n by shrinking edges. Put G 1 = P(n); G 2 = Q 2n+1 and G 3 = P 2 2n+1 in Lemma 4.1. We obtain dil(P (n); P 2 2n+1) dil(P (n); Q 2n+1 ):dil(Q 2n+1 ; P 2 2n+1):
The rst term on the right hand side is equal to 2 (Lai and White, 1987) , the second one is bounded from above by 2n+1 n according to the case 4. Hence, for n > 45, we have 4dil(P (n); P (4 n+1 ?1)=3 ) 4dil(P (n); P 2 2n+1) 8 2n + 1 n ! 4 n+1 ? 1 3 :
The su cient condition is satis ed.
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